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Inventories prepared by the Nepalese government in 2001–2, immediately 
prior to the sale of the contents of the national armouries to International 
Military Antiques, Inc. (IMA), and its partners, had included a tantalising 
reference to Martini rifles of ‘native make’; and a report sent back by the 
British Resident Kathmandu in 1892 had stated that the ‘Nepalese are now 
possessed of Martini and Snider rifles’.

At first, it was supposed that the Resident was not familiar enough with 
guns being made in Nepal to distinguish the Gehendra—with a modified 
Westley Richards-type breech—from the superficially similar Martini-Henry.  
However, as Resident Lt-Col. Henry Wylie was a serving military officer, the 
theory was rapidly undermined.  The discovery of genuine Nepalese-made 
rifles then showed it to be entirely mistaken.

The acquisition of a ‘Trials Martini’ rifle in 1870 had had no immediate 
effect on the introduction of copies.  Work instead concentrated on the Snider, 
which was much better suited to the Nepalese production techniques of the 
day, particularly as Enfield-type rifle muskets had been made in quantity in 
Pyuthan since the early 1860s.

Sniders were still being made as late as 1886/7—their barrels are dated—
but the Martini-Henry copy soon followed.  The underside of the breech lever 
is marked आःदेबशंशेज (tin-sri deva sham sher jang) in Nāgari, acknowledging 
the future prime minister, Dev Shamsher, who was appointed to command 
the Nepalese army in 1887.  It is not clear if General Dev had any direct 
responsibility for the Francotte-like changes in the action (the inscription 
may simply be a dedication), but correlation between date and total output 
seems to confirm that work did indeed start in Nakhhu in 1945 B.S. (1888/9).   
A later report made by Wylie, describing a visit to the Nakhhu manufactory 
in 1894, indicates that only ‘Martini-Henry’ rifles were being assembled and 
test-fired at that time.  The barrels and stocks came from elsewhere in Nepal.

The most intriguing feature of the Nepalese Martini, apart from the 
faithful copy of complicated seven-groove Henry rifling, lies in the design 
of the action.  British guns rely on the action body to support the internal 
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introduced c. 1888 and made in Nepal
 for at least ten years
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mechanism, but the Nepalese version carries the components in a separate 
frame inside the body.  This was clearly inspired by Auguste Francotte of 
Liége, a Belgian gunmaker, who patented a detachable action in Britain on 
16th March 1877 (no. 1051/1877, through agent John Piddington).

The claim to novelty was described as ‘applicable to that kind of breech-
loading fire-arms known as the “Martini” or “Martini-Peabody,” but may 
also be applicable to other similar kinds of breech-loading fire-arms, and has 
for object the simplification of the means of removing the breech-loading 

Above: a composite view of the ‘long action/short lever’ ·450 Martini-Henry rifle of the 
pattern used in British trials in 1869.  It was imported into Nepal in 1870 by James Kenyon, 
tutor to Jang Bahadur’s children and bears Alexander Henry’s order-book number 2304; 
an accompanying external-hammer Double Rifle has since been lost.  This particular rifle 
has been hailed as the ancestor of the Martini-like ‘De-Rifle’ made in Nepal from 1888/9 
into the first decade of the twentieth century, but the prototype of the latter was more 
probably a Francotte-Martini sporting gun acquired in the 1880s.
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and lock mechanism in order to clean the arm. In the Martini system, as at 
present arranged, the mechanism has to be removed piece by piece.’

The accompanying drawings show a Martini action with the parts carried 
in a frame which hooks into a recess in the rear of the body and is held 
by a transverse screw at the lower front edge.  The retaining screw has a 
large knurled head, and a slot in the bottom edge of the right side of the 
body allows a cocking indicator to be fitted to the operating-lever pivot pin.  
Neither feature was included in the Nepalese version; the cocking indicator 
was simply omitted, and the slotted head of the transverse screw was recessed 
into the body to prevent damage.  However, whoever designed the Nepalese 
rifle—it is sometimes credited to Gehendra, even though he would have only 
been about seventeen—had clearly seen a Francotte-Martini, probably a 
sporting rifle acquired earlier in the 1880s by one of the noble families.

The Nepalese action is an improvement on the original British design in 
one important respect: it is exceptionally easy to dismantle for cleaning, as it 
is only necessary to cock the mechanism, remove the retaining screw, and pull 
down on the front of the trigger guard.  The action-frame drops down and 
out of the body.  Reassembly is the reverse, though the action must be cocked 
before the frame is inserted and the extractor must be placed correctly to 
avoid catching on the inside of the body under the chamber.  Conversely, the 
absence of the cocking indicator is a drawback, as it is impossible to tell the 
state of loading without opening the chamber.  This the Nepalese may have 
recognised, because a gun fitted with an indicator has recently been found.

The exterior of Nepalese guns is plain by comparison with the Martini-
Henrys: partly owing to the lack of a cocking indicator, but also to the absence 
of marks on the body.  Otherwise, however, the guns are generally comparable 
in dimensions.  The butt, fore-end and fittings of both are practically identical, 
and the Nepalese socket bayonet is a facsimile of the British P/76.

British service rifles are better made, but this was due more to better 
manufacturing technology than any superiority in design.  The Nepalese 
barrels were still made by the tried-and-tested method of twisting strips of 
iron around a mandrel, then hammer-welding them into a tube.  This often 
gives the barrels an attractive ‘stripe’ if the blueing has worn away, but can 
seriously compromise safety if they are fired with British ·450 ammunition.   
The propellant made in Balaji was very poor; consequently, cartridges loaded 
in Nakhhu and elsewhere developed much less chamber pressure when the 
guns were fired (perhaps only 60–70% of their British equivalents).

Stripping the actions of three guns revealed differences in the contours 
of the action-frame and the breech block, and, particularly, in the shape of 
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the trigger guard.  There are differences in the rear of the breech block, where 
it pivots in the action-frame, and in the shape of the extractor; several guns 
have been found with a solid-web extractor, which could be an improved 
form—though, just as easily, the product of one individual extractor-maker.

It seems unlikely that any master gauging system was being used (Resident 
Wylie merely stated that a gun and its parts were ‘exhibited in a glass case 
as a copy’), but individual workmen were so skilled that they could replicate 
the design simply from experience.  This explains not only the deviations in 
contours and the position of hand-made screws and pins, but also why the 
guns are surprisingly consistent in construction when considered as a group. 
The skill with which the Newar craftsmen made Martini-Henry rifles in a 
near-feudal society deserves high praise.

Nakhhu also made cannon, cartridges, primers and percussion caps on 
roughly-finished machinery that Wylie considered to have been made locally.  
Nor was he impressed with the cartridges, which were ‘finished off by hand 
to make them all symmetrical’.  Merely seven hundred rounds could be 
made daily when Nakhhu was working to full capacity, loaded with powder 
from the Balaji factory.  However, the propellant was coarse and uneven, and 
Nepalese-made ammunition developed low power.  It was also in such short 
supply that very little practice was ever undertaken.

The primitiveness of the Nakhhu factory did not prevent the introduction 
of new breech-loading rifles.  Lieutenant-Colonel Wylie reported that 
the Nepalese Commander-in-Chief had told Lord Roberts during a visit 
to Kathmandu in March 1892 that rifles and ammunition ‘had of recent 
years been extensively manufactured in Nepal’.  This had led to a Kharita 
or policy document sent to ‘Maharajah Dhiraj of Nepal’ in October 1893 
by the Viceroy, Lord Lansdowne, suggesting that the wish of the British 
Government was that: ‘…in the future, all transactions relating to the import 
into Nepal of warlike stores and material should be conducted in a perfectly 
open manner, and that every facility should be given to Your Highness for 
purchasing modern weapons of precision.  I have therefore to propose that, 
whenever Your Highness’s Government desire [sic] to procure cannon, rifles, 
ammunition, or any warlike material or stores whatsoever, a statement of 
your requirements should be handed to the Resident…’

The Nepalese took Lansdowne at his word.  Output of Martini-type rifles, 
at a rate of four a day, would scarcely have exceeded 1000–1250 annually at a 
time when the Nepalese army was mustering, according to Resident Wylie, 
16,847 front-line troops and 24,731 irregulars.  Realising that re-equipment 
would be slow, acting in accordance with the agreement reached in 1893, 
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Below: a composite view of ·450-calibre ‘De-Rifle’, or Nepalese Francotte-Martini-Henry, 
no. कु २॰३, or ‘kū 203’.  The method of sequential numbering has yet to be established 
satisfactorily, and so a precise date for this gun cannot yet be given.  Lengthy storage 
in adverse conditions has had an adverse effect on the exterior, but De-Rifles are often 
surprisingly well blued.  However, the internal components can be ‘rough and ready’.
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the prime minister approached the British with requirements that included 
8000 Martini-Henry rifles; Gardner, Hotchkiss and Maxim machine-guns; 
Hotchkiss quick-firing and mountain guns; and all relevant ammunition. 
Boring, rifling and tapering machines were requested, to make six Martini-
Henry barrels at a time, together with boring and rifling machines for cannon 
and mortars; cartridge-making machinery; and tools to make Boxer time-
fuzes.  A list of machinery that had supposedly been ordered for the Narain 
Hitti workshop and the ‘Nakhu Magazine’ was also supplied for information.  
This included lathes, planers and screw-cutting machines.

Wylie was not impressed, concluding that he did not agree with ‘allowing 
Nepal any machinery, if we have the power of keeping it out of the country’. 
Nor did he see why the ‘Nepalese should be granted any machine-guns, for 

Above: the detached action of De-Rifle no. � ३॰८, ‘rū 308’, with mismatched breech block 
no. ञं ४॰�, ‘ña 401’, shows the characteristic crudity of the internal components of these 
guns.  Note, in particular, the way in which the interrupted screw on the striker-retaining 
sleeve has been cut.  The striker springs were weak, and gave constant trouble.
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they are such clever mechanics that we may be sure that whatever we allow 
them in these respects will be most carefully copied and multiplied’. He did, 
however, concede that the purchase of the Martini-Henry rifles and a battery 
of mountain guns was reasonable. 

He also included a report on the facilities in the Nakhhu factory, 
observing that a visit had been made in January 1880 when even the water 
flowing through the arsenal was being put to no good use. In 1894, however: 

Below: the dismantled action of De-Rifle no. ज ��४, ‘ja 114’, possibly a later product than 
the gun shown in the preceding image—or, alternatively, the work of a different master-
assembler.  Nepalese screws are usually poorly forged, and equally poorly threaded.  The 
action body, which contains the action-frame, is not shown.
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‘…The position of the arsenal on the low ground, near the junction of the 
Bagmutti river and Nakhhu stream, is admirable, as it constantly receives a 
strong stream of water, and I found that this water is used to work fully one-
half of the machinery. The rest of the machinery is worked by five engines, 
which all appear to be of the locomotive type. I was told that one of these 
engines was of 14 horse-power, and the others of 8 horse-power each. They 
were made by Ruston and Proctor of Lincoln, and some five hammers, which 
I noticed in the factory, were from Rigby & Co., Glasgow.  I could see no 
names on the many separate small machines, which were used for making 
various parts of the rifles in process of manufacture, and a considerable 
number of them (especially those used in the construction of cartridges 
and caps) seemed, from their extreme roughness, to be—as General Deb 
stated—of local manufacture. I saw no machine for boring out rifle barrels, 
and was informed that the Darbar had failed either to buy or to make one, 
and that all barrels had, in the first instance, to be bored out by hand. There 
were however eleven machines for making the rifle barrels of proper size and 
shape externally, and two for rifling the barrels after they had been bored out, 
and a great many small machines for constructing all parts of the lock and 
breech action. At the best, however, the workmanship was very rough, and 
there seemed to be no means by which the various parts of the rifle could be 
polished except by hand…

“None of the machine-hammers (Nasmyth’s) were at work, and only two 
out of the five engines…

“Before leaving the part of the arsenal given up to the manufacture of 
rifles, I was taken into a room where all the various parts of a rifle were 
exhibited in a glass case as a copy—and I was introduced to a young Newar 
officer…who had translated all the instructions for the manufacture of arms 
and ammunition, from our books on the subject, into Hindi, and he showed 
me a book of plans of his own copying, which was used in the Arsenal. I was 
also shown the reputed head manufacturer, who was a Newar. The artisans 
are all Newars, and numbered, I was told, 700 men and boys in all, and 
General Deb added that they were not only excellent copyists, but thoughtful 
mechanics.  The system is to reward any man who is able to construct a new 
machine, or improve an old one.

“I was informed…that, besides the arsenal which I was being shown, 
they had other factories in the hills, from which solid barrels and all parts 
of the rifle and stock, in the rough, are sent to Nakhu [sic] to be worked up, 
but that the metal used in these was so bad that at least 20 per cent proved 
useless.
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An assortment of 
dropping-breech 
rifles used in Nepal.  
Left to right: a ‘De-
Rifle’, or Francotte-
Martini-Henry; one 
of the British Mark II 
Martini-Henry rifles 
supplied in 1894; a 
‘Ge-Rifle’ or pre-1901 
Gehendra; and a 
Mark IV Martini-
Henry, supplied after 
1908.
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“A metal clamp for holding a rifle was built into masonry in one part of the 
arsenal, and from it the firing of the rifles was tested at a target situated about 
70 yards away against a brick wall. The result of the firing was said to be 
disappointing, and certainly the wall looked well sprinkled with bullet marks 
at considerable distance from the target. I was also told that a good deal of 
powder not unfrequently blew out at the breech of the rifles.

“In the cartridge manufacturing part of the arsenal, I found the machinery 
even rougher than in the part I have just described, and the cartridges had 
to be finished off by hand to make them all symmetrical. The wads were 
made of country paper, and, I was informed that there was much difficulty 
in manufacturing the detonating composition for the caps, as the ingredients 
from which we make it were not obtainable in Nepal…. Powder is made at 
the Balaji Arsenal near the Residency, and is coarse and uneven in the grain.

“The Commander-in-Chief told me that about four rifles could be made 
per diem [i.e., ‘daily’], and that the only kind manufactured is the Martini-
Henry breech-loader. The same informant also stated that 700 Martini-

Below: a comparison of the breech blocks and extractors of De-Rifles, कु २॰३ ‘kū 203’, � 
३॰८ ‘rū 308’, and कू  ३�३ ‘ka 313’ (left to right).  Note the differences in the chamfering on 
the upper leading edge of the breech block—especially notable on ‘kū 203’, on the left, 
which has prominent shoulders—and the solid-body extractor fitted to rifle ‘rū 308’ in the 
middle.  Whether this extractor should be considered as an improved design or simply as 
yet another manufacturing variation is unclear.
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Henry rifle cartridges could, when the factory was worked at full pressure, be 
turned out daily. I saw about thirty moulds for casting shells for guns.

“In conclusion, I may say that the Nakhu [sic] Arsenal did not come up 
to my anticipations. I believe I was shown everything that was to be seen, and 
yet none of the machinery, except one large hammer, seemed at all new, and 
none of it turned out any part of the rifle or ammunition automatically, but 
the man in charge of each machine seemed to be obliged to labour carefully 
to cut what he was making to the desired size and shape, and to correct his 
work continually by measurements…”

The Nepalese clearly understood that their Martini-Henry rifles were not 
interchangeable, and numbered them on the action body, on the sub-frame, 
on the breech-block, on the bands, on the butt-plate strap and sometimes 
also on the fore-end.  A prefix character is followed by up to four Nāgari 
digits (currently only a solitary four-digit number has been reported), but 
the significance of the prefixes is not known.  They clearly do not come from 
a conventional alphabetical sequence, which predicts a total production that 
is much too high, and there may be an arbitrary key which is not initially 
obvious—a comparable Japanese system, for example, drew its inspiration 
from a traditional poem, and it is just possible that the characters identify 
a ‘master assembler’, the craftsman responsible for each individual gun.  
However, for this to be acceptable, each man must have assembled large 
numbers of rifles...but not so many that his output ran into four figures!

Among the character-prefixes identified to date are च ca, द da, ग ga, घ 
gha, ज ja, क ka, ख kha, कू  kū, ञं ña, ङ nga, and � rū, but far too few guns have 
been examined to make this any more than a guide-list.  Even this selection 
of characters would indicate production approaching eleven thousand rifles 
if all of the number-blocks had been completed to 999.  Yet it makes just as 
much sense to suggest that the characters represent individual years.

De-Rifles may have been identified in the same way as pre-1901 Ge-
Rifles (Gehendras), which simply relied on the first few characters of the 
dedicative inscription, though the key to those on the Francotte-Martinis 
is not so obvious: they are neither the initial characters of numerals nor of 
year-dates, and the presence of kū and rū, which are syllables (combinations 
of the characters of a consonant and a vowel), could indicate that inspiration 
was actually provided by a title or a motto.  However, more research is clearly 
needed!

Unit markings, when they appear, are either engraved on the outer face 
of the trigger-guard bow or (much more rarely) pressed or cut into the right 
side of the butt.  Among the most desirable marks are those of the senior 
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Above: another of the thousands of De-Rifles retrieved in 2002 from the Silekhana Palace 
in Kathmandu, where they had been stored since the early years of the twentieth century, 
no. � ३॰८, ‘rū 308’, shows a distinctive lack of fit between the breech block, which is a 
replacement, and the action-frame: there is a perceptible gap between the rear face of 
the former and the leading edge of the latter, which in other guns has often been closed 
simply by upsetting the action-frame edge with a hammer…
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battalions of the Royal Nepalese Army—व व र or व द� for Barda Bahadur (raised 
in 1762), का व ुfor Kali Buksh (1762), स वु for Sabuj (1762), �ी ना or simply �ी न 
for Shree Nath (1762), and पु गाे for Purano Gorakh (‘Old Gurkhas’, raised in 
1763), in addition to रै फ for the élite Rifle Battalion of 1850.  The marks are 
customarily repeated on the sockets of the Enfield-type bayonets, which can 
also be numbered to individual guns to ensure that proper attachment could 

Above: the dedication to Dev Shamsher, commander-in-chief of the Royal Nepalese army 
when the De-Rifle was introduced (also shown by the black arrow).  The serial number on 
the action body (white arrow) is hidden when the underlever is in place.
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be guaranteed.  The external diameter of De-Rifle barrels—and of Gehendras, 
too—can vary appreciably, and it can be difficult to find a bayonet to fit.

The most interesting of the Nepalese Martini rifles, possibly unique, is an 
adaptation of the basic design operated by a radial lever on the right side of 
the body.  The inspiration for this alteration was undoubtedly the Rigby-Field 
match rifles imported into India by R.N. Mathewson of Calcutta and sold 
on to individual purchasers in Nepal in 1883.  Two of these once-magnificent 
rifles were still in store in 2002.

The action, protected by a British Patent granted to Alfred Field of 
Birmingham in 1877 (no. 1927/1877), relied on pressure on a thumb lever to 
drop the breech-block far enough to expose the chamber.  The Nepalese 
version reverses the action; as the Martini block tips, instead of dropping, the 
side lever must be pulled back to open the breech.  The system works well 
enough, and allows the gun to be used very easily when prone, but it seems 
unlikely that extraction would have been very good.  The extraction of the 
short-lever Martini-Henry was comparatively poor, and the reduction in the 
length of the levers would have been a retrograde step.

Work on the Francotte-Martinis seems to have started in Nakhhu in 
1888/9, but how long it continued remains a mystery.  Were they successful?  
There is evidence to show that some were used during the hostilities between 
Nepal and Tibet in 1897-8, but the rifles supplied from Britain in 1894 had 
undoubtedly supplanted most of them in front-line service.

The only trustworthy evidence concerning output of the Francotte-
Martini-Henry comes from Wylie, who, in his 1894 report, stated that the 
‘Commander-in-Chief told me that about four rifles could be made per 
diem [day]’.   He also observed that the strength of the regular army had 
been ‘stated by the Minister to be 17,000 men, armed with 4,000 locally 
manufactured Martini-Henry rifles, besides Sniders and Enfields, probably 
sufficient to place a rifle of sorts in the hands of every regular sepoy… It 
is probable that the other arsenals in the country are able to manufacture 
ammunition for the muzzle-loading rifles and for the smooth-bore muskets 
carried by the irregular troops.’

Production of four thousand rifles at this point, assuming that production 
had begun in 1888/9, points to an annual output of appreciably less than a 
thousand.

It had been assumed that the Francotte-Martini-Henry (known as ‘De-
Rifle’ owing to the dedicative inscription on the underlever) was superseded 
by the Gehendra (‘Ge-Rifle’) in the mid/late 1890s, and, therefore, that 
production did not exceed 7500–8000.  However, new information suggests 
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that the Ge-Rifle was developed privately, possibly exclusively for Gehendra’s 
own militia, and had no military significance until Chandra Shamsher 
gained power in the summer of 1901.  It seems likely that Martini-type rifles 
were still being at this point, but the sequestration of Gehendra’s personal 
rifle-making factory in Sundarijal then stopped production in Nakhhu after 
production had reached, perhaps, about twelve thousand.

Writing in 1906 to Sir Louis Dane (‘Secretary to the Government of 
India, Foreign Department’), the Resident in Kathmandu, Major John 
Manners-Smith, reported that the ‘Martini-Henri [sic] rifles purchased 
from the [Indian] Government in 1894 are all kept in store, and the locally-

Above: this sidelever-cocking derivative of the De-Rifle, or Nepalese Francotte-Martini, 
may have been unique.  It was built on the basis of a standard action, ५�३ च or ‘513 ca’ 
(unusually, with the character suffixing instead of prefixing the numerals), modified to 
accept a radially-moving lever protruding from the right side of the breech.
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manufactured rifles of Martini-Henri pattern [my italics] even, are only served 
out for musketry practice, and are at other times also carefully preserved.  
All parade work and other duties are performed with antiquated Enfield 
muzzle-loading arms…we know that for many years the Durbar have been 
engaged in manufacturing guns, rifles, ammunition of sorts and gunpowder, 
at their workshops in various parts of the country, and that the operations are 
still in progress at the factories of Sandrijal and Ballaji in the Nepal Valley 
[note that Nakhhu is not specifically mentioned].  The rifle turned out in the 
State factory has the same bore and rifling as the Martini-Henri, but the 

The action-frame of the 
prototype sidelever-cocking 
De-Rifle shows how the
lever replaces the standard 
form.  The serial-number suffix 
has been rotated sideways.

The underside of the sidelever-cocking rifle, showing the serial 
number.  Note how the identifying character is a suffix.
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mechanism of the lock is different.  Although the action is some ways simpler 
than the Martini-Henri, the Durbar is not satisfied with it.  The components 
parts of the lock and action being hand-made are not interchangeable, 
and consequently the rifles are difficult to repair… The Prime Minister 
has informed me that the total number of rifles of this pattern now in the 
possession of the State amounts to 8,983…’

In addition, in September 1907, the Prime Minister of Nepal, Chandra 
Shamsher, informed the Resident that he had learned: ‘…one very ugly fact 
disclosed by the [musketry] practice which has been preying on my mind 
ever since I came to know of it. It is that out of the total number of rifles 
of local manufacture [my italics] used for the purpose about 55 per cent have 
had to be rejected for defective or damaged barrels.  I heard of it with alarm 
and concern, and unless immediate steps are taken to have a sufficient 
number of rifles the advantage in training hitherto gained by practice will be 
considerably minimised or lost…  The large percentage of the damaged rifles 
is the result of the unsatisfactory condition of the machinery in our factory 
which are generally old fashioned and inferior, and through rough use or 
unskilled repairs have become shaky or faulty…’

When Guns of the Gurkhas was being compiled ten years ago, Manners-
Smith’s and Chandra Shamsher’s comments were assumed to refer to the 
Gehendra (by then known as the ‘Cha-Rifle’).  However, analysing serial 
numbers suggests that production of Ge- and Cha-Rifles had not reached 
‘8,983’ by 1907.  Hindsight suggests that it is far easier to ascribe the barrel 
failures to the Francotte-Martini guns.  It is possible that some Gehendras 
were included in the total of ‘rifles of local manufacture’,  but the quantities 
involved would have been comparatively small.

Modern experience provides circumstantial evidence in support of 
this claim, which is not only controversial but also largely speculative.  
The consensus among today’s shooters is that the Gehendra breech/barrel 
combination is much more likely to withstand the pressures generated with 
standard ·450 loads than the Francotte-Martini, which is prone to fail as 
a result of weaknesses in the twist-iron barrel, excessively-hardened breech 
blocks, and too much clearance between the back of the breech block and 
the inside of the action-frame.  This can be so great in individual rifles that 
the top rear inner edge of the body had to be peened-over to fill the gap!  
However, it also prevents any of the backward thrust being taken on the 
action-frame (and, by extension, the rear inner face of the action body); the 
transverse breech-block pin sometimes proves to be too weak to withstand 
all of the strain.
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The cautionary note in the report on the Nakhhu manufactory, made in 1894 
by the British resident in Kathmandu, Henry Wylie, highlighted serious 
deficiencies in barrel-making techniques. And the military target-practice 
failures that occurred in 1907, even though they may have been exaggerated 
in the hope that the British would supply replacements in the form of  
Martini-Henrys, reaffirmed not only that Nepalese-made barrels burst far 
too regularly but also that parts of the action could detach.  If these guns are 
ever to be fired again, great care must be taken to ensure safety!

Above: a Nepalese Francotte-Martini-Henry barrel, cut to show how it was made of 
strip-iron twisted around a mandrel, hammer-welded and then bored out.  The quality 
of workmanship is surprisingly good for a society in which metallurgy had scarcely 
progressed past the feudal stage, but the strength of material is questionable--especially 
if full-power British service cartridges were to be fired.  There is an argument suggesting 
that the worst guns failed and were rejected more than a hundred years ago, but this 
does not necessarily mean that the survivors are all strong enough to withstand re-use!  
Photographs by courtesy of Steve Bookout, Toad Hall Rifle Shop, Newton, Iowa. 


